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SUMMARY
We try to solve a classiﬁcation problem whose solution will help us ﬁnd
speculative stocks each of which will bring in a K% return in the next three
business days, where K = 1, 2, 3. We only pick NASDAQ-listed stocks that are
heavily traded during the after-hours.
We use Logistic Regression to select features and utilize Support Vector
Machines and Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis to solve the classiﬁcation
problem.
Clive Granger, the 2003 Nobel Laurate for Economic Sciences, reports that
the state-of-the-art method to compute volatility is to use options data for the un-
derlying. VIX-SPX, the Volatility Index for the Standard&Poors 500 (tradable)
index is one such example.
We used diﬀerent conﬁgurations in our work. Version 0 was the one that
no ﬁlter was used to enter a trade. Version 1 uses VIX-EURUSD as a ﬁlter, and
Version 2 uses VIX-SPX.
We decided that the best way to rank our conﬁgurations was to use the risk
management approach using the well-known Sharpe Ratio. Promising results are
reported.
O¨ZET
C¸o¨zu¨mu¨, takip eden u¨c¸ is¸ gu¨nu¨nde %K kar ettirecek speku¨latif hisseleri
bulmamıza yardım edecek bir sınıﬂandırma problemi u¨zerinde c¸alıs¸ık. Sadece is¸
saatleri sonrasında c¸ok is¸lem go¨ren ve NASDAQ’ da listelenen hisseleri sec¸tik.
Sınıﬂandırma probleminin o¨zelliklerini sec¸mek ic¸in Lojistik Regresyon kul-
lanırken, sınıﬂandırma problemini c¸o¨zmek ic¸in Destek Vekto¨r Makinası Yo¨ntemi’ni
ve Fisher’in Dog˘rusal Ayrıs¸tırma metodunu kullandık.
2003 Ekonomi Nobel o¨du¨lu¨ sahibi Clive Granger oynaklık hesaplamasında
kullanılan en son teknoloji yo¨ntemin opsiyon verisi kullanmak oldug˘unu so¨ylemektedir.
VIX-SPX, yani (alınıp satılabilir bir endeks olan) Standard&Poors 500’u¨n Oy-
naklık Endeksi bo¨yle bir o¨rnektir.
C¸alıs¸mamizda deg˘is¸ik konﬁgurasyonlar kullandık. Versiyon 0 alım yap-
mak ic¸in herhangi bir ﬁltre kullanılmazken Versiyon 1’de VIX-EURUSD kul-
lanılmaktadır. Versiyon 2’de ise VIX-SPX kullanılmaktadir. Sınadıgımız konﬁg-
urasyonların en iyisini sec¸ebilmek icin bir risk yo¨netimi yaklas¸ımı kullanmanın
en iyi yol olduguna karar verdik ve Sharpe Oranını kullandık. Sonuc¸ bo¨lu¨mu¨nde
u¨mit verici sonuc¸lardan bahsediyoruz.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Deﬁnition of Speculation
Speculation involves the buying, holding, and selling of stocks, bonds, com-
modities, currencies, collectibles, real estate, derivatives or any valuable ﬁnancial
instrument to proﬁt from ﬂuctuations in its price as opposed to buying it for use,
or for income via methods such as dividends, or interest. Speculation represents
one of four market roles in western ﬁnancial markets, distinct from hedging, long
term investing and arbitrage.
1.2 After-Hours Trading Concept
There was a time when an individual investor in the U.S. could buy and sell
stocks during only regular business hours of the major stock exchanges. Trading
before and after regular exchange hours became available in the 1990s for major
institutional players and high-net-worth individuals. The rise of online investing
in the late 1990s created a wider demand from individual investors to engage
in pre-market and after-hours trading[2]. In 1999, individual investors were also
allowed to engage in these markets.
The regular hours of the major U.S. exchanges are between 9:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. ET (Eastern Time). After-hours trading takes place between 4:01 to
6:30 p.m. Pre-market trading takes place between 6:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. ET.
This thesis focuses on the relationship between heavy-volume after-hours trading
and the prices of stocks during regular hours during the next three trading days.
1.3 Volatility Index: VIX
In 1993, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) introduced the
CBOE Volatility Index, VIX, or VIX-SPX, and it quickly became the benchmark
for stock market volatility. VIX-SPX measures market expectations of near term
volatility conveyed by Standard & Poors index-option prices. Since volatility
often signiﬁes ﬁnancial turmoil, VIX-SPX is often referred to as the ‘investor fear
gauge’.
In 2003, authorities decided to update the VIX methodology to ensure
that VIX-SPX remains the premier benchmark of U.S. stock market volatility:
”The changes reﬂect the latest advances in ﬁnancial theory and what has become
standard industry practice, and will provide a practical standard for trading and
hedging volatility.” [1]
Since VIX-SPX is based on the Standard & Poors index, which is highly
correlated with the NASDAQ index, we thought that a high daily closing value
for VIX -SPX would be a good indicator to proﬁt from NASDAQ stocks during
the next three trading days because speculators always look for high volatility
times just like wolves look for foggy days.
We also computed another sensitivity index, VIX-EURUSD, and used it as
well as VIX-SPX to decide whether to buy speculative stocks from the NASDAQ
and to keep them for the next few days, or not.
Interestingly VIX-EURUSD did help us whereas VIX-SPX did not. Note
that VIX-SPX and its historical values are publicly available, whereas VIX-
EURUSD or its historical values are not publicly available. We had to purchase
the data for historical end-of-day EURUSD options data for $1000 and write a
300-line Python code to compute VIX-EURUSD. A ﬁne tutorial on Python is [3].
A rule of thumb on Wall Street goes as follows: If some data is freely available
to the general public, you cannot beneﬁt from it if your goal is speculation.
1.4 Problem Deﬁnition
We have a classiﬁcation problem, in which we want our classiﬁer to deter-
mine whether a specially selected stock actually has a tag that equals 1 or
0. If its tag is predicted to be 1, then this stock is a good candidate for
speculation.
We have deﬁned nine diﬀerent tags whose deﬁnitions are given in Table 4.3.
For example, a stock has its tag6 value actually equal to 1 if and only if the
stock reaches a value, during any one of the next three trading days, 2% above its
afterhours price (pa) determined on the day of focus. Note that the ”day of fo-
cus” is the day when we ﬁrst notice a certain stock in the list of heavy after-hours
trading, which can be found at http://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch
/screener/afterhours.asp
We describe how we compute the exact value of the pa in Chapter 3. How-
ever, we do make the assumption that pa is not too diﬀerent from the closing
price on the day of focus. If it is, then, by construction, we would not use the
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stock as a candidate for speculation.
Note that the term ”specially selected” in the ﬁrst paragraph means: ﬁrst,
having passed the VIX ﬁlter, and second, having gone through the steps of the
First, or the Second, or the Third Data Collection Process, which shall be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3.3.
In short, our problem is to pick speculative stocks such that if we could buy
such a stock at or around its closing price on the day of focus, we would make at
least a% within the next b trading days, where a and b take on values from the
set {1, 2, 3}.
1.5 Similar Work
Our model is based on the data collected daily between April 8, 2002 and
November 6, 2002 by Burcu Bas¸kaya [4]. We do not give a summary of her
ﬁndings here because her methodology had ﬂaws in it. The diﬀerence between
this research and hers are as follows. We have two new ﬁlters called VIX-SPX and
and VIX-EURUSD. We compare the eﬀects of these two ﬁlters to each other and
to the eﬀect of using neither of these two ﬁlters. We utilize a diﬀerent feature
selection algorithm, and we use Support Vector Machines instead of the Kth
Nearest Neighborhood method used in [4]. Furthermore, we do not distinguish
between type A and type B stocks, whose deﬁnitions will be available later in
section 4.2.
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CHAPTER 2
AFTER-HOURS TRADING
2.1 Electronic Communications Networks
In the late 1990s of small electronic trading which known as Electronic
Communications Networks (ECNs) made it possible for individual investors to
trade after-hours market without any human interaction. Professional traders,
especially big ﬁnancial institutions had been using ECNs for over 15 years. The
best-known ECNs include Island, Archipelago, REDIBook, NexTrade, Strike,
Attain, BRUT and Bloomberg Tradebook.
Without human interaction, the cost of ﬁlling an order is reduced, which
allows brokerages to charge lower commission rates.
2.2 Cost of After-Hours Trading
Most online brokerage ﬁrms charge the same price for regular and after-
hours trading. Currently, it is around $10 per transaction regardless of the num-
ber of shares purchased, or around 0.6 cents per share per transaction, depending
on the brokerage ﬁrm.
2.3 Advantages of After-Hours Trading
In the United States, there are a considerable amount of people who want
to trade stocks after the regular market closes, especially after they get home
from work. The after-hours market was designed to meet the needs of mainly
these investors.
In addition to this reason, after-hours trading gives day traders a chance to
proﬁt from companies late-breaking news released after 4:00 p.m. If, for example,
there is negative news about stocks, the after-hours market can be used to cut
losses and minimize potential damage.
As in the above example, the after-hours market is a suitable environment
to make changes to ones portfolio, to add, or to eliminate stocks. Many short-
term traders use the after-hours market to get out of losing positions or to reverse
trades they have mistakenly made during the regular market hours. Reversing a
position means closing a long position and immediately opening a short position
with the same stock, or closing a short position and immediately opening a long
position with the same stock.
A number of online brokerages claim that more than 15 percent of their
orders come from customers in the middle of the night [2]. These are not after-
hours trades, but market orders that need to be ﬁlled as the market opens at 9:30
a.m. With a market order, you are guaranteed a timely ﬁll for your order. When
you place a market order in the middle of the night, you have no idea at what price
it will get ﬁlled the next morning. Since there is an ongoing market during after-
hours, it is better to place a limit order before the after-hours market closes and
specify that the order be executed during after hours. This may help eliminate
many of the poor order ﬁlls discussed above. Again, having an after-hours market
makes it more likely that the limit order will be executed.
2.4 Risks of After-Hours Trading
Participation in after-hours trading may oﬀer certain beneﬁts to individual
investors, but it also entails several material risks. Depending on the particular
after-hours trading environment, these risks may include [2]:
• Risk of Lower Liquidity: Liquidity refers to the ability of market
participants to buy and sell securities. Lower liquidity means that there
are not enough buyers or sellers in the market, thus investors are less likely
to receive a competitive price for securities purchased or sold. Compared
to an order placed during regular market hours, an after-hours trading
order may only be partially executed, or not at all.
• Risk of Higher Volatility: Volatility refers to the changes in the price
when trading securities. Generally, if the volatility of a security is high,
price swings are also more likely. There may be greater volatility in after-
hours trading than in regular market hours. As a result, the order might
only be partially executed, or not at all, or at an inferior price.
• Risk of Unlinked Markets: Depending on the after-hours trading
system, the prices displayed at particular after-hours trading system may
not reﬂect the prices in other concurrently operating after-hours trading
systems dealing in the same securities. Thus, an inferior price may be
received in one after-hours trading system than another.
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• Risk of News Announcements: Important ﬁnancial information is
frequently announced after the regular market is closed. In after-hours
trading, these announcements may occur during trading. If combined
with lower liquidity and higher volatility, it may cause an adverse eﬀect
on the price of a security.
• Risk of Wider Spreads: The spreads refer to the diﬀerence in price
between the best bidding price and the best asking price. Lower liquidity
and higher volatility can cause wider than usual spreads for a particular
security. This is dangerous for an individual investor who places a market
order during after-hours looking only at the last traded price, which could
be the best bid at the time, not knowing he/she will have to buy at a
much higher price equaling the last traded price plus a larger than usual
spread.
• Risk of Manipulation: In an illiquid market with lower volumes, a
highly capitalized trader can inﬂuence the movement in a stock, pushing
the price up for small investors.
• Risk of Penny Stocks: Penny Stocks refer to stocks with price usually
under $5 per share. These stocks have very low daily volume, thus, it
is very easy to manipulate their prices. Also, penny stocks are volatile,
making very sudden and sharp moves, which do not last long. Penny
stocks reduce ones ability to make proﬁt, because one can only buy them,
but cannot sell them short, i.e., reversing a position is impossible with
penny stocks. Many people like to buy penny stocks because of their
low price. However, penny stocks are especially unpredictable during
after-hours and position-irreversible at all times.
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CHAPTER 3
THE VOLATILITY INDEX AS A MEASURE FOR RISK
3.1 The New VIX Calculation
Even though the basic concept remains the same, and the new VIX behaves
in much the same way as its predecessor, the actual calculation has changed. In
order to better understand these changes, the new VIX calculation is explained
in detail in the following step-by-step example taken from [1].
The generalized formula used in the new VIX calculation is:
σ2 =
2
T
N∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRTQ (Ki)− 1
T
[
F
K0
− 1
]2
(3.1)
where
N ⇒ Number of out-of-the-money options
i ⇒ 1, 2, 3, . . . , N
σ ⇒ VIX/100, VIX=σ x 100
T ⇒ Time to expiration
F ⇒ Forward index level derived from index option prices
Ki ⇒ Strike price of ith out-of-the-money option; a call if Ki > F and a put if
Ki < F
ΔKi ⇒ Interval between strike prices - half the distance between the strike on either
side of Ki:
ΔKi =
Ki+1 −Ki−1
2
(Note: ΔK for the lowest strike is simply the diﬀerence between the lowest
strike and the next higher strike. Likewise, ΔK for the highest strike is the
diﬀerence between the highest strike and the next lower strike.)
K0 ⇒ First strike below the forward index level, F
R ⇒ Risk-free interest rate to expiration
Q (Ki) ⇒ The midpoint of the bid-ask spread for each option with strike Ki.
VIX generally uses put and call options in the two nearest-term expiration
months in order to bracket a 30-day calendar period. However, with 8 days left
to expiration, the new VIX rolls to the second and third contract months in order
to minimize pricing anomalies that might occur close to expiration.
The time of the VIX calculation is assumed to be 8:30 a.m. (Chicago time).
The new VIX calculation measures the time to expiration, T, in minutes rather
than days in order to replicate the precision that is commonly used by professional
option and volatility traders. The time to expiration is given by the following
expression:
T =
{MCurrent Day + MSettlement Day + MOther Days}
Minutes in a year
where
MCurrent Day  of minutes remaining until midnight
of the current day
MSettlement Day  of minutes from midnight until 8:30 a.m.
on SPX settlement day
MOther Days Total  of minutes in the days between
current day and settlement day
Therefore, using 8:30 a.m. as the time of the calculation, the time to
expiration for the near-term and next-term options, T1 and T2, respectively, is:
T1 = (930 + 510 + 20, 160)/525, 600 = 0.041095890
T2 = (930 + 510 + 60, 480)/525, 600 = 0.117808219
The risk-free interest rate is assumed to be 1.162%. For the sake of simplic-
ity, the same number of options is used for each contract month and the interval
between strike prices is uniform.
Step 1 - Select the options to be used in the new VIX calculation
For each contract month:
Determine the forward index level, F, based on at-the-money option prices.
The at-the-money strike is the strike price at which the diﬀerence between the
call and put prices is smallest. As shown in Table 3.2 and 3.2, the diﬀerence
between the call and put prices is smallest at the 900 strike in both the near and
next term.
The formula used to calculate the forward index level is:
F = Strike Price + eRT × (Call Price− Put Price)
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Table 3.1: Near Term Options
Strike
Price Call Put Diﬀerence
775 125.48 0.11 125.37
800 100.79 0.41 100.38
825 76.7 1.3 75.39
850 54.01 3.6 50.41
875 34.05 8.64 25.42
900 18.41 17.98 0.43
925 8.07 32.63 24.56
950 2.68 52.23 49.55
975 0.62 75.16 74.53
1000 0.09 99.61 99.52
1025 0.01 124.52 124.51
Table 3.2: Next Term Options
Strike
Price Call Put Diﬀerence
775 128.78 2.72 126.06
800 105.85 4.76 101.09
825 84.14 8.01 76.13
850 64.13 12.97 51.16
875 46.38 20.18 26.2
900 31.4 30.17 1.23
925 19.57 43.31 23.73
950 11 59.7 48.7
975 5.43 79.1 73.67
1000 2.28 100.91 98.63
1025 0.78 124.38 123.6
Using the 900 call and put in each contract month, the forward index prices,
F1 and F2, for the near and next term options, respectively, are:
F1 = 900 + e
(0.01162×0.041095890) × (18.41− 17.98) = 900.43
F2 = 900 + e
(0.01162×0.117808219) × (31.40− 30.17) = 901.23
Next, determine K0 - the strike price immediately below the forward index
level, F . In this example, K0 = 900 for both expirations.
Sort all of the options in ascending order by strike price. Select call options
that have strike prices greater than K0 and a non-zero bid price. After encoun-
tering two consecutive calls with a bid price of zero, do not select any other calls.
Next, select put options that have strike prices less than K0 and a non-zero bid
price. After encountering two consecutive puts with a bid price of zero, do not
select any other puts. Select both the put and call with strike price K0. Then
average the quoted bid-ask prices for each option.
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Notice that two options are selected at K0, while a single option, either a
put or a call, is used for every other strike price. This is done to center the strip
of options around K0. In order to avoid double counting, however, the put and
call prices at K0 are averaged to arrive at a single value. The price used for the
900 strike in the near term is, therefore, (18.41 + 17.98)/2 = 18.19; and the price
used in the next term is (31.40 + 30.17)/2 = 30.78.
Table 3.3 and 3.4 contain the options used to calculate the new VIX in this
example:
Table 3.3: Near Term Mid-quote Prices
Near term Option Mid-quote
Strike Type Price
775 Put 0.11
800 Put 0.41
825 Put 1.3
850 Put 3.6
875 Put 8.64
900 Average 18.19
925 Call 8.07
950 Call 2.68
975 Call 0.62
1000 Call 0.09
1025 Call 0.01
Table 3.4: Next Term Mid-quote Prices
Next term Option Mid-quote
Strike Type Price
775 Put 2.72
800 Put 4.76
825 Put 8.01
850 Put 12.97
875 Put 20.18
900 Average 30.78
925 Call 19.57
950 Call 11
975 Call 5.43
1000 Call 2.28
1025 Call 0.78
Step 2 - Calculate volatility for both near term and next term options
Applying the formula (3.1) for calculating the new VIX to the near term
and next term options with time to expiration of T1 and T2, respectively, yields:
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σ21 =
2
T1
∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRT1Q (Ki)− 1
T1
[
F1
K0
− 1
]2
σ22 =
1
T2
∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRT2Q (Ki)− 1
T2
[
F2
K0
− 1
]2
The new VIX is an amalgam of the information reﬂected in the prices of all
of the options used. The contribution of a single option to the new VIX value is
proportional to the price of that option and inversely proportional to the options
strike price. For example, the contribution of the near term 775 Put is given by
ΔK775Put
K2775Put
eRT1Q (K775Put)
Generally, ΔKi is half the distance between the strike on either side of Ki,
but at the upper and lower edges of any given strip of options, ΔKi is simply
the diﬀerence between Ki and the adjacent strike price. In this case, 775 is the
lowest strike in the strip of near term options and 800 happens to be the adjacent
strike. Therefore, ΔK775Put = 25 (i.e., 800 775), and
ΔK775Put
K2775Put
eRT1Q (K775Put)
=
25
7752
e(0.01162×0.041095890)(0.11)
= 0.000005
A similar calculation is performed for each option. The resulting values for
the near term options are then summed and multiplied by 2/T1. Likewise, the
resulting values for the next term options are summed and multiplied by 2/T2.
Table 3.5 and 3.6 summarize the results for each strip of options.
Now calculate σ21 and σ
2
2
σ21 =
2
T1
∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRT1Q (Ki)− 1
T1
[
F1
K0
− 1
]2
σ21 = 0.066472
σ22 =
1
T2
∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRT2Q (Ki)− 1
T2
[
F2
K0
− 1
]2
= 0.063667
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Table 3.5: Near Term Mid-quote Prices Example
Near term Option Mid-quote Contribution
Strike Type Price by Strike
775 Put 0.11 0.000005
800 Put 0.41 0.000016
825 Put 1.3 0.000048
850 Put 3.6 0.000125
875 Put 8.64 0.000282
900 Average 18.19 0.000562
925 Call 8.07 0.000236
950 Call 2.68 0.000074
975 Call 0.62 0.000016
1000 Call 0.09 0.000002
1025 Call 0.01 0.000000
2
T1
N∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRT1Q (Ki) 0.066478
Table 3.6: Next Term Mid-quote Example Prices
Next term Option Mid-quote Contribution
Strike Type Price by Strike
775 Put 2.72 0.000113
800 Put 4.76 0.000186
825 Put 8.01 0.000295
850 Put 12.97 0.000449
875 Put 20.18 0.000660
900 Average 30.78 0.000951
925 Call 19.57 0.000573
950 Call 11 0.000305
975 Call 5.43 0.000143
1000 Call 2.28 0.000057
1025 Call 0.78 0.000019
1
T2
N∑
i
ΔKi
K2i
eRT2Q (Ki) 0.063683
σ22 = 0.063667
Step 3 - Interpolate σ21 and σ
2
2 to arrive at a single value with a constant
maturity of 30 days to expiration. Then take the square root of that value and
multiply by 100 to get VIX.
σ =
√{
T1σ21
[
NT2 −N30
NT2 −NT1
]
+ T2σ21
[
N30 −NT1
NT2 −NT1
]}
× N365
N30
where
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NT1 number of minutes to expiration of the near term options (21,600)
NT2 number of minutes to expiration of the next term options (61,920)
N30 number of minutes in 30 days (30 × 1,440 = 43,200)
N365 number of minutes in a 365-day year (365 × 1,440 = 525,600)
σ = 0.253610
V IX = σ × 100 = 25.3610
3.2 Historical Performance
Despite changes in the methodology and calculation, the fundamental na-
ture of VIX has remained unchanged. The new VIX still uses index option prices
to measure the markets expectation of volatility. It still uses a weighted average
of options with a constant maturity of 30 days to expiration. Therefore the new
VIX behaves much like the original introduced more than 10 years ago [1].
One of the most interesting features of VIX, and the reason it has been
called the investor fear gauge, is that, historically, VIX hits its highest levels
during times of ﬁnancial turmoil and investor fear. As markets recover and in-
vestor fear subsides, VIX levels tend to drop. This eﬀect can be seen in the VIX
behavior isolated during the Long Term Capital Management and Russian Debt
Crises in 1998. As the following chart illustrates, the new VIX mirrored the peaks
and troughs of the original VIX as the market suﬀered through steep declines in
August and October 1998, and then rallied through the end of November.
Another interesting aspect of VIX is that, historically, it tends to move opposite
its underlying index. This tendency is illustrated in the following graph compar-
ing daily changes in VIX with daily changes in the S&P 500 Index. Note ﬁrst
that the scatter diagram for the original VIX is almost identical to that for the
new VIX. Also note that the negatively sloping trend line in both cases conﬁrms
the negative correlation between VIX and market movement.
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F¸igure 3.1: Original VIX, New VIX and SPX. Figure from [1].
F¸igure 3.2: Daily Changes in Original VIX, New VIX and SPX. Figure from [1].
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3.3 Our Contribution
Clive Granger, the 2003 Nobel Laurate for Economic Sciences, reports that
the state-of-the-art method to compute volatility is to use options data for the un-
derlying. VIX-SPX, the Volatility Index for the Standard&Poors 500 (tradable)
index is one such example.
Since VIX-SPX is based on the Standard & Poors index, which is highly
correlated with the NASDAQ index, we thought that a high daily closing value
for VIX -SPX would be a good indicator to proﬁt from NASDAQ stocks during
the next three trading days. because speculators always look for high volatility
times just like wolves look for foggy days.
We also computed another sensitivity index, VIX-EURUSD, and used it as
well as VIX-SPX to decide whether to buy speculative stocks from the NASDAQ
and to keep them for the next few days, or not.
Interestingly VIX-EURUSD did help us whereas VIX-SPX did not in pick-
ing speculative stocks when one uses our novel method described at the end of
this section.
A plausible explanation for this would be that VIX-SPX and its historical
values are publicly available, whereas VIX-EURUSD or its historical values are
not publicly available. We had to purchase the data for historical end-of-day
EURUSD options data for $1000 and write a 300-line Python code to compute
VIX-EURUSD.
A plausible explanation for why the VIX-EURUSD was indeed useful would
be that EURUSD players would be less likely to enter the FOREX market on high
VIX-EURUSD days and more likely to enter NASDAQ instead for speculation
purposes.
We try to solve a classiﬁcation problem whose solution will help us ﬁnd
speculative stocks each of which will bring in an a% return in the next b business
days, where a and b take on values from the set {1, 2, 3}. We only pick NASDAQ-
listed stocks that are heavily traded during the after-hours.
We utilize Support Vector Machines to solve the classiﬁcation problem.
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CHAPTER 4
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter, we give a detailed description of how our model is devel-
oped.
4.1 The Day of Focus
The day of focus is the day when we ﬁrst notice a certain stock on the list of
heavy after-hours trading. This list is our starting point, and it is a public-access
list that can be found at
http://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch/screener/afterhours.asp
This list is updated every day and older lists are not made available to public.
That is why the data collection had to be done on a daily basis for a several
months in order to collect a total of 506 stocks.
4.2 Data Collection Processes
Our model is based on the data collected daily between April 8, 2002 and
November 6, 2002 by Burcu Bas¸kaya [4]. In this section, we give a detailed
description of how the data were collected. Table 4.1 illustrates the deﬁnitions
of the data sets A1, A2, T1, T2, C1 and C2 used in this research.
The total number of stocks that was collected in this research is 506. A1
includes 76 stocks, A2 includes 76 stocks, T2 includes 62 stocks, C2 includes 90
stocks, T1 includes 99 stocks and C1 includes 103 stocks.
A total of three data collection processes were performed, each of which
required about two months.
First Data Collection Process: First data collection process is detailed
below:
• Go to NASDAQ after-hour screeners from
Table 4.1: Data Collection Process
Heavy after-hours
trading between
16:01 and 16:30
Yes No
Smaller than $20 A2
Price Greater than or equal to $20 A1,T1 C1
Any Price T2 C2
http://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch/screener/afterhours.asp
During this stock collection process, after-hour sales are sorted by volume
from higher to lower volume, and the stocks are scanned from the top of
this list. About 10 or 15 stock names are collected at this point.
• We used the Time and Sales List ﬁlter from http://www.qcharts.com. (A
ﬁlter to a list is a ﬁlter that ﬁlters out only those transactions that has
a certain property speciﬁed by the user, such as having at least 10,000
shares per trade.) Using this ﬁlter, the stocks that we noticed in the
previous step were analyzed one by one, in order to determine if pa existed
or not (the deﬁnition of pa will be given in subsection 4.4.2), and we
assigned the stock to either type A or type B, respectively. Since in the
ﬁrst data collection step, we collected only four type A stocks and no
type B stocks per day, and because type A stocks are hard to come by,
we took about 10-15 names in the previous step. The maximum number
of type A stocks that can be found per day is about 10. So, there was
no way that we could get around with collecting data for just a few days
since we wanted to collect data for around 150 type A stocks.
• For each type A stock, we record fv100k. (The deﬁnition of fv100k will
be given in subsection 4.4.2)
• Daily open price, daily high price, daily low price, daily close price, mov-
ing averages for each stock are obtained from http://www.qcharts.com.
• By using the data collection process explained above, a total number of
152 stocks are collected within two months.
• According to the daily closing price, this collected dataset was separated
into two disjoint parts, named as A1 and A2. A1 represents the stocks
that has daily close price greater than or equal to $20, whereas A2 rep-
resents the stocks that has daily close price less than $20.
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Second Data Collection Process: The same stocks that were collected
in the ﬁrst data collection process, were the objects of the second data collection
process, because we wanted see the attributes of these stocks 60 calendar days
later. Second data collection process is performed as explained below:
• By using the Time and Sales List ﬁlters from http://www.qcharts.com,
stocks were analyzed one by one in order to ﬁnd if pa existed or not.
Second data collection process diﬀers from the ﬁrst data collection process
in that there is no need for the existence of after-hours trading price, pa,
in the second data collection process. The stock was assigned to either
type A or to type B.
• By using the data collection process explained above, again, a total num-
ber of 152 data stocks were collected in the second data collection process.
As mentioned before, these stocks were identical to those in the ﬁrst col-
lection process; however their attributes and types were usually diﬀerent
in the second data collection process.
• Finally, all the type A stocks were put in a data set that we call T2 and
all the type B stocks were put in a data set that we call C2.
Third Data Collection Process: Third data collection process is iden-
tical to the ﬁrst data collection process except for the fact that we only chose
stocks whose closing prices were greater than or equal to $20. Third data collec-
tion process is completely independent of the other two data collection processes.
• All the type A stocks were put in a data set that we call T1 and all the
type B stocks were put in a data set that we call C1.
• A total number of 202 stocks are collected within two months.
4.3 Training and Test Set Deﬁnition
As mentioned before, in any data mining exercise, one needs to have two
disjoint sets of data to work with, the training and testing sets. The model is
built using the training data, and the performance of the model is statistically
evaluated using the testing data.
In our ﬁrst round of modelling, we decided not to distinguish between type
A and type B stocks. This choice proved to be useful, therefore, we did not do the
second round that would have distinguished between type A and type B stocks.
As mentioned before, the data sets A1, A2, T1 and T2 are type A stocks and the
data sets C1 and C2 are type B stocks.
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Note however that we decided not to include in the analysis stocks that have
closing prices less than $20 because our training data gave us this impression even
before we actually started collecting the testing data set.
Thus, our training set includes stocks that have closing prices greater than
or equal to $20.00 on the day of focus from out of the data sets A1, T2 and C2,
and our testing set includes all of the stocks in the data sets T1 and C1.
We have 123 training and 202 testing data objects.
4.4 Candidate Variables for Our Model
In this section, we will list the variables for which we have collected data.
These are candidate variables that may or may not enter our Support Vector
Machines Model.
4.4.1 Our Shorthand Notation for Candidate Variables
Here, we shall discuss the shorthand notation that we used in the names of
our candidate variables. The reader will be confused with variable names
unless he/she reads this section carefully.
Note that we use the subscript notation in variable names in several diﬀerent
ways. Here are the rules for the usage of the subscript notation:
• When there is only one word with a subscript, as in xxn, it means the
value of xx during regular business hours n days before the day of focus,
where n = 0, 1, 2, 3. For example, hi3 stands for the highest price (during
regular business hours) three days before the day of focus, whereas hi0
stands for the same quantity, only, on the day of focus.
• When there is only one word and a number right next to it, as in xxk,
it means the variable xx has the parameter k, where k = 8, 13, 21. For
example, ma13 means the 13-day moving average that belongs to the day
of focus. Note that moving averages are calculated using daily closing
prices.
• A combination of the above two rules would yield xxkn as in ma133, which
means the 13-day moving average, three days before the day of focus.
• When there are two words joined with a subscript as in hi2lo, it means
hi2 divided by lo2.
• When there are two variables with parameters and a subscript in between
as in ma82ma13, this means ma82 divided by ma132.
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• When there are two subscripts as in rsicrsid, this stands for the value
obtained by dividing the rsi of c days before the day of focus by the rsi
of d days before the day of focus. In this speciﬁc example rsi stands for
relative strength index. It does have a parameter, which we decided not to
include in this representation. See [4] for this parameter. A more clumsy
representation for this type of a variable would have been rsi13crsi13d.
There is also another unusual variable name that we use, ndop, which means
the opening price at 9:30 am the day after the day of focus. We read ndop as the
“next day open”.
4.4.2 Candidate Variables That We Deﬁned
Candidate variables that we deﬁned for our own purpose are the following:
• After-Hours Trading Price (pa): This price is calculated as follows:
On a certain day, we notice a stock in the list of heavy after-hours trading,
which is posted daily at cbsmarketwatch.com. We take down the name
of this stock and go to quote.com to get the Time and Sales List1 . We
only look at trades that took place in the ﬁrst 29 minutes of after-hours
trading that is between 04:01 and 04:30 p.m. We then ﬁlter these trades
so that only the block trades are shown. We deﬁne block trades as trades
with more than or equal to 10,000 shares per trade. If the total number
of shares in all the block trades in this time window supersedes 100,000,
then, among these block trades, the price associated with the trade that
has the maximum number of shares is assigned to the variable pa. If pa
exists, we classify the stock as Type A. If pa does not exist, we classify
the stock as Type B and set pa = cl, where cl is the closing price of
the stock on the day of focus.
• After-Hours Trading Volume (fv100k): If and only if pa exists, then
fv100k equals to the total number of shares in the block trades traded
between 4:01 and 4:30 p.m.
4.4.3 Candidate Variables Chosen from Technical Analysis
The following is the list of candidate variables that we chose from well-
known technical analysis methods: op1cl, op2cl, op3cl, hi1cl, hi2cl, hi3cl, lo1cl,
lo2cl, lo3cl, cl1cl, cl2cl, cl3cl, ma83ma13, ma82ma13, ma81ma13, ma80ma13,
1 This is not a public-access list. Generally, people pay about $100 per month to access this
kind of information (among others).
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ma133ma21, ma132ma21, ma131ma21, ma130ma21, ma213ma8, ma212ma8,
ma211ma8, ma210ma8, op3ma8, op2ma8, op1ma8, op0ma8, op3ma13, op2ma13,
op1ma13, op0ma13, rsi3rsi2, rsi3rsi1, rsi3rsi0, rsi2rsi1, rsi2rsi0 rsi1rsi0,
adx3adx2, adx3adx1, adx3adx0, adx2adx1, adx2adx0, adx1adx0, pdi3pdi2, pdi3pdi1,
pdi3pdi0, pdi2pdi1, pdi2pdi0, pdi1pdi0, ndi3ndi2, ndi3ndi1, ndi3ndi0, ndi2ndi1,
ndi2ndi0, ndi1ndi0, vol3vol2, vol3vol1, vol3vol0, vol2vol1, vol2vol0, vol1vol0,
obv3obv2, obv3obv1, obv3obv, obv2obv1, obv2obv0, obv1obv0, vol3obv3, vol2obv2,
vol1obv1, vol0obv0.
The deﬁnitions and the parameters (when not included in the representa-
tion) of these variables may be found in [4].
4.5 Our Homemade Feature Selection Method
Feature Selection is probably the most important aspect of any machine
learning research. It is part science and part art. Some feature selection methods
take into account the classiﬁcation algorithm that will be used, while others do
not. We did not take into account the fact that we are going to use Support
Vector Machines for classiﬁcation. However, we did use Logistic Regression(LR)
in order to end up with a set of features each of which passes Student’s t-test.
(When regression is the tool of choice, LR is used in classiﬁcation problems.)
In SPSS, we choose the following options to run LR: Include constant in
the model, use the Backward-Wald method for feature selection. That is, start
with the complete set of features and reduce features one by one using Wald’s
methodology. This method sometimes ends up with a handful of features that
have p-values that are greater than 1%.
When this is the case, we delete the feature that has the highest p-value
and run LR again. We repeat this procedure until none of the remaining features
has a p-value that is greater than 1%.
The features that we ended up with using this homemade methodology are
listed in Table 4.2. Of course, the constant will be taken care of in the Support
Vector Machine algorithm later.
4.5.1 Tags That We Deﬁned
In order to prove that we have a robust machine learning model we deﬁned
not one but three diﬀerent tags. We deﬁne our tags as follows: tagi is 1 if and
only if the specially selected stock makes i% in 3 business days, and i can take
on values 1,2 and 3 only as seen in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Features selected
ma81ma131 tag1
op1ma81 tag1
hi1op1 tag1
obv3obv0 tag1
hi3cl0 tag2
ma81ma131 tag2
hi2op1 tag2
cl1op1 tag2
pdi1pdi0 tag2
hi1cl0 tag3
lo3cl0 tag3
ma212ma82 tag3
Table 4.3: Tag Deﬁnitions
Desired Return Day Count
tag1 1.01 3
tag2 1.02 3
tag3 1.03 3
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CHAPTER 5
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Support vector machines (SVMs) [5] are a set of related supervised learn-
ing methods used for classiﬁcation and regression. (In this thesis, we are only
interested in the classiﬁcation aspect of SVMs.) Their common denominator is
the use of a technique known as the ”kernel trick” to apply linear classiﬁcation
techniques to non-linear classiﬁcation problems.
Suppose we want to classify a number of data objects into two classes. Let
us assume that these data objects are linearly separable and that they may be
multidimensional points. We are interested in whether we can separate them by
a hyperplane. This form of classiﬁcation is known as linear classiﬁcation. We also
want to choose a separating hyperplane with maximum distance to the closest
data object from each class. This distance is called the margin. Now, if such
a hyperplane exists, the hyperplane is clearly of interest and is known as the
maximum-margin hyperplane.
Let us be more speciﬁc now. Let’s consider n data objects of the form:
(xi, ci) where the the scalars ci are either 1 or−1. These constants denote the class
to which the point xi belongs. We can view this as training data, which denotes
the correct classiﬁcation which we would like the SVM to eventually distinguish,
by means of the dividing hyperplane, which takes the form wx− b = 0.
As we are interested in the maximum margin, we are interested in the
support vectors and the parallel hyperplanes (to the optimal hyperplane) closest
to these support vectors in either class. It can be shown that these parallel
hyperplanes can be described by equations wx− b = 1 and wx− b = −1.
We would like these hyperplanes to maximize the distance from the dividing
hyperplane and to have no data points between them. By using geometry, we
ﬁnd the distance between the hyperplanes being 2/|w|, so we want to minimize
|w|. To exclude data points, we need to ensure that for all i either wxi − b ≥ 1
or wxi − b ≤ −1. This can be rewritten as
∀ici(wxi − b) ≥ 1 (5.1)
The problem now is to minimize |w| subject to the above constraint. This
is a quadratic programming (QP) optimization problem.
After the SVM has been trained, it can be used to classify unseen test data.
This is done by using the following rule:
cˆi = 1
iﬀ(wxi + b) ≥ 0
Writing the classiﬁcation rule in its dual form reveals that classiﬁcation is
only a function of the support vectors, i.e. the training data that lie on the
margin. There is always at least one support vector for each class, and often
there are more. The important aspect is that the set of support vectors uniquely
deﬁnes the maximum-margin hyperplane for the learning problem. Given the
support vectors for the two classes, we can easily construct the maximum mar-
gin hyperplane. All other training instances are irrelevant-they can be deleted
without changing the position and orientation of the hyperplane.
The use of the maximum-margin hyperplane is motivated by Vapnik Cher-
vonenkis theory, which provides a probabilistic test error bound that is minimized
when the margin is maximized.
The parameters of the maximum-margin hyperplane are derived by solving
the optimization. There exist several specialized algorithms for quickly solving
the QP problem that arises from SVMs. The most common method for solving
the QP problem is Platt’s SMO algorithm [6].
The original optimal hyperplane algorithm proposed by Vladimir Vapnik
in 1963 was a linear classiﬁer. However, in 1992, Bernhard Boser, Isabelle Guyon
and Vapnik suggested a way to create non-linear classiﬁers by applying the ker-
nel trick (originally proposed by Aizerman) to maximum-margin hyperplanes [7].
The resulting algorithm is formally similar, except that every dot product is
replaced by a non-linear kernel function. This allows the algorithm to ﬁt the
maximum-margin hyperplane in the transformed feature space. The transfor-
mation may be non-linear and the transformed space high dimensional; thus
although the classiﬁer is a hyperplane in the high-dimensional feature space, it
may be non-linear in the original input space.
In 1995, Corinna Cortes and Vapnik suggested a modiﬁed maximum margin
idea that allows for mislabeled examples [8]. If there exists no hyperplane that
can split the ”yes” and ”no” examples, the Soft Margin Method will choose a
hyperplane that splits the examples as cleanly as possible, while still maximizing
the distance to the nearest cleanly split examples. This method introduces slack
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variables and the equation (4.0.1) now transforms to
∀ici(wxi − b) ≥ 1− ξi (5.2)
The constraint (4.0.2) along with the objective of minimizing |w| can be
solved using Lagrange multipliers or setting up a dual optimization problem to
eliminate the slack variable.
5.1 ν-Support Vector Classiﬁers
Formulation of the ν-SV Classiﬁer is presented as a minimization problem
in [9]. Note that in this formulation, m is the number of training data objects,
αi is the dual variable for the training data object i, and k stands for the kernel
function.
min
α∈Rm
W (α) =
1
2
m∑
i,j=1
αiαjcicjk(xi,xj)
subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1
m
m∑
i=1
αici = 0
m∑
i=1
αi = ν
The decision function is
f(xtest) = sgn
(
m∑
i=1
αicik(xtest,xi) + b
)
(5.3)
5.2 Implementation - LIBSVM
LIBSVM [10] is an integrated software for support vector machines. LIB-
SVM supports classiﬁcation (nu-SVC), regression (epsilon-SVR, nu-SVR) and
distribution estimation (one-class SVM).
We used nu-SVC code in LIBSVM to train our model and to test it on
disjoint testing data that were collected at a later date than the training data
were. This code requires the user to enter two parameters,  and ν. Note that
 is the parameter related to the termination criterion of the code and ν was
described in the previous section.
In Table 5.1, we list the  and ν that we selected using the training data
and the F-measure diagrams in Figures 5.1 through 5.3 that follow. Obviously,
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these are 3-D ﬁgures where the third dimension (F-measure) is represented in
color. The F-measure is deﬁned to be 2TP/(2TP+FP+FN). [11]
We did not draw any ROC curves because the following 3-D ﬁg-
ures do allow us to pick the two operating characteristics  and ν, which
maximize the F-measure. The data set that we used in creating these 3-D
ﬁgures is the validation set, which is a subset of the training set.
The number of data objects in the validation set is about 25% of the el-
ements in the whole training set. That is, we create a model using only three
quarters of the whole training set and use all possible combinations of  and ν,
and then using the validation set, we compute the corresponding F-measure.
We then choose the optimal  and ν values for each tag using the corre-
sponding 3-D ﬁgure in the validation stage. We retrain the model for each tag
using the whole training data and the corresponding ∗ and ν∗ values.
F¸igure 5.1: F-Measure versus  and ν for tag1.
Version 0 is the version in which we do not use either VIX-EURUSD or
VIX-SPX as a ﬁlter to enter a trade.
Version 1 is the version where we use VIX-EURUSD as a ﬁlter to enter
a trade. In this version, we do training with several diﬀerent intervals for the
VIX-EURUSD.
Note carefully that we have a constraint in computing the bar charts in
Figure 5.4 through 5.6. That is, we have a lower bound on the number of training
instances in each bar because a high F-measure value with few training instances
does not mean much. Therefore, the bottom 50%, in terms of training instances
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Table 5.1: Optimal ν,  and F-measure for each tag.
ν∗ ∗ F-Measure∗
tag1 0.01 0.02 0.760
tag2 0.09 0.02 0.665
tag3 0.03 0.02 0.622
Table 5.2: The lower and upper limits of VIX-EURUSD and VIX-SPX for each
tag using ν-SVC.
Tag VIX-EURUSD∗Lower VIX-EURUSD
∗
Upper VIX-SPX
∗
Lower VIX-SPX
∗
Upper
tag1 9 16 25 43
tag2 9 16 25 43
tag3 10 16 24 43
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F¸igure 5.2: F-Measure versus  and ν for tag2.
in a bar, of all cases were eliminated before Figures 5.4 through 5.6 were formed.
We then choose the best two1 intervals that give the highest F-measure. We
call these two intervals as the optimal interval for VIX-EURUSD. Note that the
optimal intervals were contiguous intervals starting somewhere between 7.00 and
9.00 and ending at 16.00. We then do a retraining with SVM allowing only the
dates that satisfy the optimal interval. We report the number of training data
objects that pass the VIX ﬁlter in Table 5.2. We use this retrained SVM model
in testing.
Version 2 was identical to Version 1 with the only exception that VIX-SPX
was used instead of VIX-EURUSD. The results of Version 2 were pretty similar
to those of Version 0. In Version 2, we do training with several diﬀerent intervals
for the VIX-SPX in the same fashion as in Version 1.
We then choose the best two intervals that give the highest precision and
continue as before. However, the ﬁlter found using VIX-SPX in the training data
ﬁlters very few testing instances. Therefore, we are unable to judge Version
2 fairly.
1 This is an ad hoc parameter.
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F¸igure 5.3: F-Measure versus  and ν for tag3.
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F¸igure 5.4: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-EURUSD for
tag1 using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 5.5: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-EURUSD for
tag2 using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 5.6: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-EURUSD for
tag3 using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 5.7: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-SPX for tag1
using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 5.8: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-SPX for tag2
using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 5.9: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-SPX for tag3
using ν-SVC.
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CHAPTER 6
LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is one of the commonly used methods
for data classiﬁcation. Using this technique, it is possible to reduce the dimen-
sion of the solution space of the classiﬁcation problem. After the dimensionality
reduction of the solution space, the data points are classiﬁed into classes. How-
ever, reducing the dimension of the problem, LDA does not change the original
location of the data points, it only tries to achieve a separation between classes.
The main target of LDA is to maintain the maximum separability between
data points from diﬀerent classes. Therefore, it is aimed to maximize the ratio of
between-class variance to the within class variance. After such an optimization
is made, it has to be determined a cutoﬀ value that points out where the decision
line has to be drawn in order to separate the data points into diﬀerent classes.
Consider a data group with n data points from two diﬀerent classes that
have m features. Thus, each data point i (where i = 1, 2, ..., n) is represented
with m variables xj (where j = 1, 2, ..., m). Applying LDA, a series of weights
wj are found as a result. After normalizing each data point with the mean μj
and the standard deviation sj of each variable xj , the resulting weights wj are
then multiplied with the normalized data. The solution of the multiplication of
the normalized data with the discriminant weights wj gives a discriminant score
ti for each data point.
μj =
n∑
i=1
xij
n
(6.1)
sj =
√√√√√
n∑
i=1
(xij − μj)2
n− 1 (6.2)
⇀
x
norm
i =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xi1−μ1
s1
xi2−μ2
s2
...
xim−μm
sm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6.3)
⇀
w=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
w1
w2
...
wm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6.4)
ti =
(
⇀
x
norm
i
)T
· ⇀w (6.5)
In order to ﬁnd the best set of discriminant weights that separate the data
objects from diﬀerent classes, the two equivalent criteria C1 and C2 are maxi-
mized.
C1 =
wT · B · w
wT · T · w (6.6)
where B is the between-class covariance matrix and T is the total covariance
matrix.
C2 =
wT · B · w
wT ·W · w (6.7)
where W is the within covariance matrix.
Let us represent the centroids of the two classes with
⇀
μ1 and
⇀
μ2 , then the
between-class covariance is deﬁned as in Eq. (6.8).
B =
(
⇀
μ1 −
⇀
μ2
)
·
(
⇀
μ1 −
⇀
μ2
)T
(6.8)
Let us represent the data samples from the ﬁrst class with
⇀
x1 and the data
samples from the second class with
⇀
x2 , then within-class covariance is deﬁned
as in Eq. (6.9) and (6.10).
W = S1 + S2 (6.9)
Sk =
(
⇀
xk −
⇀
μk
)
·
(
⇀
xk −
⇀
μk
)T
(6.10)
where k is the index that points the relating class.
T = W + B (6.11)
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Using the second criteria, in which the ratio of the between-class variance
to the within-class variance is maximized, the best set of discriminant weights
must satisfy the Eq. (6.12).
W−1 ·B · wbest = λ · wbest (6.12)
Solving Eq. (6.12) is an eigenvalue problem where wbest is the eigenvector
of W−1 · B associated with the largest eigenvalue λ.
Consequently, the best set discriminant weights can be expressed by the
Eq. (6.13).
wbest = W
−1 ·
(
⇀
μ1 −
⇀
μ2
)
(6.13)
Determining the cutoﬀ point and the discriminant score for each data sam-
ple, each data point can be classiﬁed in a certain group. The cutoﬀ value tc
is calculated by taking the average of the mean discriminant scores of the two
groups (t1 and t2). If the discriminant score for one data point is smaller than
the cutoﬀ value, it will be classiﬁed in one group. If the discriminant score is
greater than the cutoﬀ value, it will be classiﬁed to the other group.
tc =
t1 + t2
2
(6.14)
6.1 Implementation of LDA
We used The Classify Part of Piotr’s Image & Video Toolbox for Matlab
[12] to create, train, validate and test our implementation of our LDA model.
In this section, we need to determine the optimal upper and lower bounds
for VIX-EURUSD and VIX-SPX for our implementation of LDA. Since we used
the same methodology as in our ν-SVM implementation, we shall not repeat how
we determined them. Instead, we shall only give the ﬁgures associated (Figures
6.1 through 6.6) and the optimal parameters (Table 6.1.)
Table 6.1: Optimal ν and  for each tag using Fisher LDA.
Tag VIX-EURUSD∗Lower VIX-EURUSD
∗
Upper VIX-SPX
∗
Lower VIX-SPX
∗
Upper
tag1 10 15 18 30
tag2 7 16 19 32
tag3 7 11 21 30
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F¸igure 6.1: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-EURUSD for
tag1 using Fisher LDA.
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F¸igure 6.2: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-EURUSD for
tag2 using Fisher LDA.
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F¸igure 6.3: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-EURUSD for
tag3 using Fisher LDA.
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F¸igure 6.4: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-SPX for tag1
using Fisher LDA.
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F¸igure 6.5: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-SPX for tag2
using Fisher LDA.
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F¸igure 6.6: F-Measure versus the lower and upper bounds of VIX-SPX for tag3
using Fisher LDA.
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CHAPTER 7
ASSESSING PREDICTION PERFORMANCE
7.1 Performance Metrics
Table 7.1 gives the deﬁnitions of experimental outcomes. The following are
Table 7.1: Deﬁnitions of outcomes.
Prediction = 0 Prediction = 1
Observed = 0 True Negative (TN) False Positive (FP)
Observed = 1 False Negative (FN) True Positive (TP)
the deﬁnitions that we use throughout this thesis:
P (Obs = 1|Pred = 1) = TP/(TP + FP ) = Precision
P (Pred = 1|Obs = 1) = TP/(TP + FN) = TruePositiveRate, orRecall
P (Pred = 1|Obs = 0) = FP/(FP + TN) = FalsePositiveRate
P (Pred = Observed) = (TP + TN)/Ntest = SuccessRate, orAccuracy
where Ntest = TP + FP + TN + FN .
We use the F-measure as our main measure of performance, which is deﬁned to
be 2TP/(2TP+FP+FN). Of course, we also compute proﬁts generated.
7.2 Comparing Numerical Results
In this section, we compare our numerical results from our implementations
of ν-SVM and Fisher’s LDA. We did experiments with three versions of these two
implementations.
Recall that in both implementations, Version 0 does not use any VIX ﬁlter,
whereas Version 1 uses VIX-EURUSD, and version 2 uses VIX-SPX as a ﬁlter to
enter a trade.
Computing proﬁt was done using the pseudo-code seen below. Note that
this code computes proﬁt, or Return θ, where θ takes on values from the set {1,
2, 3}. The parameter θ determines the take-proﬁt amount, which is equal-in-
absolute-value to the stop-loss amount.
RLimit = 0.01 ∗ θ (for Return θ)
if lo1/cl0 ≤ 1− RLimit
Return = 1− RLimit
else if hi1/cl0 ≥ 1 + RLimit
Return = 1 + RLimit
else if lo2/cl0 ≤ 1−RLimit
Return = 1− RLimit
else if hi2/cl0 ≥ 1 + RLimit
Return = 1 + RLimit
else if lo3/cl0 ≤ 1−RLimit
Return = 1− RLimit
else if hi3/cl0 ≥ 1 + RLimit
Return = 1 + RLimit
else
Return = cl3/cl0
end
Detailed results from our ν-SVC and LDA implementations are listed in
Tables 7.2 and 7.3, respectively. These tables give the precision, F-measure and
average return per trade along with the confusion matrix for both the validation
process and the testing process.
Table 7.2: Results for ν-SVC.
Validating Testing
Confusion Confusion
Tag Version Precision F-Measure Return Matrix Precision F-Measure Return Matrix
0 63.16 63.16 1.0470
5 7
7 12
57.84 49.58 1.0027
23 43
77 59
tag1 1 72.22 83.87 1.0067
0 5
0 13
69.44 69.44 1.0047
5 22
22 50
2 66.67 70.59 1.0056
0 3
2 6
58.10 40.95 1.0024
35 31
93 43
0 50.00 66.67 1.0067
2 15
0 15
60.90 69.85 1.0056
25 61
21 95
tag2 1 62.50 76.92 1.0100
2 6
0 10
75.00 78.83 1.0106
16 18
11 54
2 66.67 80.00 1.0111
1 3
0 6
60.90 69.85 1.0056
25 61
21 95
0 45.16 62.22 0.9971
0 17
0 14
56.93 72.56 1.0012
0 82
0 115
tag3 1 50.00 66.67 1.0000
0 8
0 8
79.37 87.71 1.0167
1 13
1 50
2 53.86 70.00 1.0023
0 6
0 7
56.93 72.56 1.0012
0 80
0 115
We also provided the survivability graphs for all tags, implementations and
versions in Figures 7.1 through 7.6. A survivability graph shows how the total
amount of money in the account at the end of each trade. If the total amount hits
zero, that means the account has not managed to survive the trading system. As
seen in these ﬁgures, none of the accounts failed to survive. However, the behavior
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Table 7.3: Results for Fisher LDA.
Validating Testing
Confusion Confusion
Tag Version Precision F-Measure Return Matrix Precision F-Measure Return Matrix
0 0.64 0.55 1.0057
7 5
10 9
0.81 0.60 1.0072
51 15
72 64
tag1 1 0.75 0.67 1.0075
3 2
4 6
0.95 0.49 1.0089
10 1
36 18
2 0.60 0.48 1.0040
7 4
9 6
1.00 0.22 1.0100
2 0
7 1
0 0.67 0.50 1.0111
14 3
9 6
0.74 0.49 1.0102
71 15
74 42
tag2 1 0.67 0.55 1.0111
11 3
7 6
0.81 0.55 1.0138
60 10
60 42
2 0.83 0.59 1.0133
12 1
6 5
0.50 0.24 1.0000
10 2
11 2
0 0.63 0.45 1.0075
14 3
9 5
0.65 0.46 1.0056
65 22
74 41
tag3 1 1.00 0.73 1.0300
12 0
3 4
0.60 0.43 1.0031
47 18
53 27
2 0.50 0.63 1.0000
4 5
1 5
1.00 0.77 1.0300
2 0
3 5
of survivability graphs were pretty dissimilar from each other. Note that in all
of these ﬁgures, blue is used for Version 0, red is used for Version 1, and green is
used for Version 2.
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F¸igure 7.1: Survival graph of tag1 using ν-SVC.
However, it is not possible to decide which version is the best using the
aforementioned Tables 7.2 and 7.3 or the survivability graphs. Therefore, we
decided to compute the Sharpe Ratios of the returns for all tags, implementations
and versions. The Sharpe Ratio is a well-known risk measure given as (μ− r)/σ,
where r is the annual percentage rate (APR) of risk-free investment, μ is the
average return per trade and σ is the standard deviation of returns. Since we
only keep a trade for three days, we decided to take r = 0. The higher the Sharpe
Ratio, the less risky the investment. We listed the Sharpe Ratios for all possible
conﬁgurations in Table 7.4.
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F¸igure 7.2: Survival graph of tag2 using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 7.3: Survival graph of tag3 using ν-SVC.
By using Table 7.4, we decided that the safest bet (with a Sharpe Ratio
of 5.11) is to pick tag1 stocks with the LDA implementation and VIX-EURUSD
ﬁlter using Return 1. Picking tag1 stocks means using the features in Table 4.2
that belong to tag1.
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F¸igure 7.4: Survival graph of tag1 using Fisher’s LDA.
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F¸igure 7.5: Survival graph of tag2 using Fisher’s LDA.
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F¸igure 7.6: Survival graph of tag3 using Fisher’s LDA.
Table 7.4: Sharpe Ratios (SRs) for the Ultimate Comparison. The ﬁrst 3 lines
are for ν-SVM and the last 3 lines are for LDA.
No Filter VIX-SPX VIX-EURUSD
Mean Std SR Mean Std SR Mean Std SR
1 0.0043 0.0069 0.62 0.0031 0.0085 0.36 0.0054 0.0059 0.92
tag 2 0.0048 0.0140 0.34 0.0048 0.0140 0.34 0.0084 0.0132 0.64
3 0.0012 0.0202 0.06 0.0012 0.0202 0.06 0.0181 0.0190 0.95
1 0.0080 0.0039 2.05 0.0100 0.0000 - 0.0092 0.0018 5.11
tag 2 0.0089 0.0144 0.62 0.0000 0.0283 0.00 0.0115 0.0127 0.91
3 0.0025 0.0242 0.10 0.0300 0.0000 - 0.0004 0.0239 0.02
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CHAPTER 8
COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT
Computational science refers to the use of computers, networks, storage
devices, software, and algorithms to solve problems, do simulations, build things,
or create new knowledge. The ﬁgure below shows how Computational Science
can be viewed as the intersection of:
• Computing and networking hardware
• Algorithms, Numerical Analysis, and Mathematics
• Software, Programming, and Databases
It is an incredibly broad discipline. It is not just computer science or
computational mathematics or computational physics or numerical analysis or
materials science or bioinformatics, or high performance computing. It is all of
these and more.
Computational science, is the study of the theoretical foundations of infor-
mation and computation and their implementation and application in computer
systems. Computational science has many sub-ﬁelds; some emphasize the com-
putation of speciﬁc results (such as computer graphics), while others (such as
computational complexity theory) relate to properties of computational prob-
lems. Still others focus on the challenges in implementing computations.
Computational ﬁnance (also known as ﬁnancial engineering) is a cross-
disciplinary ﬁeld which relies on mathematical ﬁnance, numerical methods and
computer simulations to make trading, hedging and investment decisions, as well
as facilitating the risk management of those decisions. Utilizing various methods,
practitioners of computational ﬁnance aim to precisely determine the ﬁnancial
risk that certain ﬁnancial instruments create.
Areas where computational ﬁnance techniques are employed include:
• Investment banking
• Corporate strategic planning
• Securities trading and ﬁnancial risk management
• Derivatives trading and risk management
• Investment management
• Insurance
8.1 Matlab Proﬁler
We used the Matlab implementation called LIBSVM for ν-SVC and Piotr’s
Image & Video Toolbox for Fisher’s LDA. We used the built-in Matlab Proﬁler
as the performance monitoring tool for our computations.
A proﬁler measures where a program spends its time. Matlab Proﬁler is
a graphical user interface that is based on the results returned by the profile
function.
Proﬁling helps to uncover performance problems that can be solved by
• Avoiding unnecessary computation, which can arise from oversight
• Changing the algorithm to avoid costly functions
• Avoiding recomputation by storing results for future use.
Sample usage:
profile on -timer ’cpu’
<matlab program>
profile viewer
8.2 ν-SVC and LDA Performance Comparison
Identical data were used to compare the CPU times over a number of vari-
ables for ν-SVC as shown in Table 8.1 and Fisher’s LDA as shown in 8.2. Both
algorithms’ execution times increase with respect to an increase in the number
of variables.
Although ν-SVC implementation has a noticeable diﬀerence between train-
ing and validation CPU times, Fisher’s LDA implementation’s training and vali-
dation CPU times are close to each other. Furthermore, Fisher’s LDA implemen-
tation is about 10 times faster than the ν-SVC implementation in terms of CPU
times as shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
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F¸igure 8.1: CPU Time versus Number of Variables for training and validation
using ν-SVC.
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F¸igure 8.2: CPU Time versus Number of Variables for training and validation
using LDA.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS
We implemented both Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis and the ν-
SVM algorithm under diﬀerent conﬁgurations. Version 0 was the one, in which
neither VIX-EURUSD nor VIX-SPX was used as a ﬁlter. Version 1 uses VIX-
EURUSD as a ﬁlter to enter a trade, and Version 2 uses VIX-SPX. Furthermore,
we had three diﬀerent sets of attributes to catch each one of the three tags,
namely, tag1, tag2 and tag3. Tag i was associated with the trading mechanism
of Return i. This means that we used a stop loss level of i% and a take proﬁt
level of i% for tag i. We decided that the best way to rank our conﬁgurations
was to use the risk management approach. Therefore, we applied the well-known
Sharpe Ratio for each one of the 18 conﬁgurations. The highest Sharpe Ratio was
5.11, well beyond the acceptable value of 2.0. This ratio was attained with the
conﬁguration that used attributes for tag 1, Fisher’s LDA and VIX-EURUSD.
This was surprising because LDA is based on a much simpler idea than that of
ν-SVM.
We also used the Matlab Proﬁler and found out that Fisher’s LDA imple-
mentation is about 10 times faster than the ν-SVC implementation in terms of
CPU time.
We noticed that a high daily closing value for the sentiment index, VIX-
EURUSD is a good indicator to proﬁt from NASDAQ stocks during the next three
trading days when one uses our novel after-hours stock-picking method described
in this thesis. One plausible explanation would be that EURUSD speculators
would be less likely to enter the foreign exchange market on high VIX-EURUSD
days and be more likely to enter NASDAQ instead.
Furthermore, based on the limited testing data that we have, we conclude
that VIX-EURUSD is a better ﬁlter than VIX-SPX in picking speculative stocks
when one uses our novel method described in this thesis.
This may not come as a surprise to some people because historical VIX-
SPX values are accessible to general public for free, and the corresponding values
of VIX-EURUSD are not. We had to purchase the historical end-of-day EURUSD
options data and write a 300-line Python code to compute VIX-EURUSD.
Note that we start trading with $100,000 on Day 1 and use all available
capital for trading, in the subsequent days. If on a given day, there are more than
one stocks to place a trade on, we split the capital equally among these stocks.
We never place a short trade.
The ﬁrst day of testing data was Sep 10, 2002, and the last day of testing
data was Nov 7, 2002. Using our best conﬁguration, we ended up close to $120,000
within the 59 calendar days (43 business days), to which our testing data belongs.
The survival graph never went below $100,000.
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